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EDITORIAL
This has been the most complicated number to finish. Due to personal circumstances and because, when things don’t depend
only on you, they become much more complicated. That is why it may be the last one.
I want to thank the people who have said
they wanted to collaborate, and finally
have done so. At the beginning I thought
it would be the usual but I have realized I
was wrong.
I started this magazine to give visibility
to people who did different things that I
found interesting. I hope that these three
issues have opened a window and who
knows where this idea will go, but for the
moment the project will rest. ◆
LBC
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The level of taboo that still exists in
sexuality moves me towards it.
BEES & BUTTERFLIES
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BEESANDBUTTERFLIES
Innocent erotic drawings with a twist.
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@beesandbutterflies_collection

LABELLECICATRICE. I met you at Erostreet
and fell in love when I saw you painting live. Tell
us how was that experience.
BEESANDBUTTERFLIES. It was during the 2021
Erostreet, at a critical moment for live activities that
were just starting again with a lot of uncertainty. I
felt it too, even though painting live accompanied by
other artists, usually musicians and poets, has been
one of my favorite activities during the last years.
Having the opportunity to experience it in a caring
environment, totally dedicated to eroticism, and in
a place as beautiful as the courtyard of the MEAM
in Barcelona was a very rewarding experience. The
truth is that I was quite excited and a little nervous
because I felt rusty after the forced break, but fortunately my way of painting does not demand perfection, I can allow myself to “not do it right” and let
myself go, so when I started, the nerves were gone
right away and I could enjoy the moment. I have

When I started, the nerves were gone
right away and I could enjoy the moment

painted live many times and I love to experiment
and -if possible- add something new to the experience each time. I also like that the audience can
be an active part of the event. To organize my intervention in the Erostreet, I decided then to make
a call during the previous days to my IG followers
to anonymously send me desires, erotic dreams or
personal experiences that were related to sexuality.
Among all the material I received, I selected about
10
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6 texts as a starting point to inspire me during the
live painting and thus create the final composition,
along with the musician who accompanied me on
electric guitar and looper, and two poet friends who
were reciting the selected texts.
LBC. What calls you to erotic drawing and how
would you define your particular theme?
BAB. I think that at the base of everything is my
rebellious side towards the forbidden, I like to go
against the grain. The level of taboo that still exists
in sexuality moves me towards it, but I think in a different sense than what seems to me more common
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in the mainstream, which tries to feed the taboo
and create even more malice and remoteness. What
interests me about sexuality is just the opposite, trying to take away that aura of sometimes unattainable importance and turn it into something everyday
and common, without malice or taboos, but with
naturalness and humanity. In fact, sex was the triggering theme that moved me to start my artistic
project beesandbutterflies but over time it has become an excuse to talk about love without labels and
relationships of any kind, in short, about humanity.
I would say that my illustrations beesandbutterflies
explore the infinite universe of sexuality and love
in its different aspects, genders and without taboos,
with a fresh, open and respectful look. Love (or
Sex?) simply becomes a game for older children,
whose essence is tenderness, liberation, naturalness
and irony.

me. I myself prefer not to pigeonhole myself into
a well-defined person, I have always felt limited in
having to give myself labels, it has even been difficult for me, and I still don’t fully embrace it, to define myself socially as a woman. I accept that this
is used to define my biological sex but I don’t like
to be called a woman to define my person. For me,
my being is absolutely neutral and at the same time
potentially multiform. I feel in me the presence of
different possible personalities and sexual identities
as well. I should clarify that I do not have any per-

I would say that my illustrations explore
the infinite universe of sexuality and love
in its different aspects, genders and without taboos, with a fresh, open and respectful look

LBC. There is an interest in the subject of sexual
identities. Why do you think you are interested
and what do you want to claim in this sense?
BAB. The theme of identity in a broad and philosophical-anthropological sense of the term, and incidentally the theme of personal freedom to be able
to exist in an authentic way, has always interested
13
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sonality disorder, I simply feel that different selves
can cohabit in us. Some people may notice them
and live with this complexity, while others identify with a single well-defined persona. I see identity as a multidimensional spectrum, so for me it
doesn’t make any sense to go linearly from black to
white and try to fit people into well-defined boxes.
I claim the freedom of the multicolored and multidimensional spectrum, to be chameleon-like, to
flow through gender, identities and life, and let each
person choose their labels, if they serve to manifest
themselves and have the permission to exist in the
face of society. All this is my point of view, of course, and it is not an absolute truth.
LBC. When we met I was struck by what you told
me about drawing with your left hand when you
are right-handed. Can you tell us about it?
BAB. My art project beesandbutterflies was born
with my left hand. In 2013 while attending illustration classes at the Escola de la Dona, in Barcelona, a
class exercise prompted me to switch hands to draw.
I had to illustrate “Mallorca”, an erotic tale by Anaïs
Nin. The theme attracted me but I was struggling
to find a way to capture that scene, the moment of
the discovery of sex by the protagonist and the loss
of her innocence. What I was drawing seemed to
me already seen and did not reflect what I wanted
to express.
My attempts seemed to me at times to be voyeuristic, approaching crude pornography, while at others
they went to the opposite extreme, becoming too
purified, chaste and idyllic. At that moment, I had
the intuition to try something different, I started
drawing with my left hand and what I saw intrigued
14
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me. I felt that I could draw that scene by getting rid
of modesty and judgment and at the same time the
irregularity of the stroke made the style closer to
childish drawing, imperfect but alive, true.

I had the intuition to try something different, I started drawing with my left hand
and what I saw intrigued me

That’s how it all began. Since then, I have continued
drawing, although with periods of hiatus due to
my dedication to the theater or personal ups and
downs. Even so, the project has continued and
continues pulsating and has been consolidating in
me this new style, which I use only for beesandbutterflies and that now allows me to capture the
drawings using the hand I prefer, sometimes the
left, sometimes the right and even both together,
depending on what I want to get. Besides, the project has been evolving and the strictly sexual theme
of the beginning has been expanding to finally cover the different facets of Love (and Sex) in all its
forms and colors.
LBC. Bees and butterflies?
BAB. Yes, beesandbutterflies :) The name was a
difficult birth, in the end I confess that I chose it
out of exasperation, I couldn’t keep going around
in my head, unable to choose among all the names
that had come to my mind. There is an expression
in English that says “the birds and the bees” and indicates talking about sex to children, that is to say in
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a simple and naïve way. In Italy, there is something
similar with bees and flowers, the bees as a phallic
image and the flowers as vulvas passively waiting to
be fertilized. I saw butterflies as a bit of a break from
this closed scheme, since the image of the butterfly
is commonly associated with female genitalia, but
butterflies also brood. So I brought the two insects
together, imagining that bees and butterflies no longer had to fit into their traditional roles but could
interchange roles, while flowers at the same time no
longer had to be vulvae, but any variety of genitalia,
flowers existing in so many shapes and colors. This
was the mental journey that led me to ‘beesandbutterflies’. Although I have to say that it was also when
you made me discover the phrase “Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee” by Muhammad Ali, and that
added even more meaning to it for me, as I consider
my way of being very subtle but at the same time
brave and feisty.

In Italy, there is something similar with
bees and flowers, the bees as a phallic
image and the flowers as vulvas passively waiting to be fertilized

I can do but in a very limited way by the established rules. While I associate dance with the need
to express myself without the use of words, as I do
with drawing. It has always been difficult for me to
express myself through the voice.
LBC. Although you’ve been living in Barcelona
for years, you come from a small town in northern Italy, a country with a lot of love for art,
but at the same time with a very traditional and
sometimes closed vision. How has your origin influenced your art?
BAB. I find it hard to find the answer to this question. I was born and lived more than half of my
life in Cremona, a small city in the north of Italy
next to a big river, surrounded by fields and farms,
with a beautiful old town, Renaissance palaces with
courtyards and interior gardens, many luthiers’
workshops, ancient music and art, as in any corner
of Italy. I am very fond of my city and I feel that I
still have my roots there, whether I like it or not.
From time to time I go back to see my parents in a
separate apartment, with few things where I enjoy
connecting with myself, with the silence, with the
solitude. ◆

LBC. Apart from drawing, you are attracted to
the world of theater and dance. Do you see any
relationship between all these disciplines?
BAB. Undoubtedly the theater for me is a space
where it is allowed to investigate the identity and
bring out the characters that inhabit me, which I
mentioned before, something that in everyday life
17
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The climax is the closest I have ever
come to enlightenment, to calling.
SWEET VENUS
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MIND
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MIND

FEMME
O Mary, Conceived
Without Sin.
TEXT & PHOTO sweet venus
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O Mary, Conceived Without Sin.
In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
It has been years since my last confession.
But Father I believe I have sinned, but it has brought
me closer to God. I have never felt Him so close. I
have reached that gloomy and mournful zone where the sinister and the divine are secretly conjugated, where they cannot live one without the other,
where by approaching one you feel the weight of the
other.
The first time I felt it in this church, it was my true
calling, I saw God. In front of the statue of the cross
with Christ that presides over the altar, I noticed for
the first time in its entirety that immaculate figure.
And suddenly I felt a warmth in my chest, a cold
sweat, I crossed my legs and squeezed my thighs almost without wanting to.
What did I suddenly see in that block of stone?
The marble veil folded, unfolded, reabsorbing into
the hollows of a captive body, of a gauzy subtlety
on the relief of the most intimate veins, which seem
to want to stretch the veil, to cause it to slip, to let
it fall. I admired the mastery of the sculptor who
arouses the irresistible impulse to tear this veil that
played at masking the nudity of Christ and that was
but one with his body.
Nothing but the persistence of the marble. And yet,
one feels the omnipotence of the body and, in the
arms, the strength and sweetness of the embraces
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that were not given; something soft, unctuous, infinitely affectionate. It is said that the artist wrapped
him in that veil of pearly water so that he could, without scruples, caress him with his breath.
No, Father, don’t tell me that and listen to me.
That’s not the first time I felt it, but it set me free.
Since I was a child I felt the weight of guilt on my
shoulders, through the teachings, his teachings, his
sermons, he instilled in me a deep sense of guilt in
the manifestation of enjoyment. Everyone talked
about the light and love of God but to me it only
produced a deep darkness within me.
I was constantly afraid of myself. The very erotic
movements I feel in here terrified me. When it has
always been this, the eroticism has been within these high walls, so God intrinsically is this.
God was that light, that tingle in the crotch. Exploding with ecstasy, the climax is the closest I have
ever come to enlightenment, to calling. God was in
the passionate kisses, in the other person when your
mind gets clouded and you start doing things outside your reason. When you start to worship. Because
it has always been that, to adore the feet of Christ
personified in the one who accompanies you, with
care, with delicacy, because what your hands hold
is sacred.
The erotic experience has always been the mystical experience, that awakening, they are born of an
identical sexual impulse and share in their culminating moment the flashing intensity of the fusion
of the you and the I, the affirmation of the I and its

dissolution, the rise and the fall, the there and the
here, the time and the not-time.
Then I understood that the divine love of the bible
was this. Transgression, punishment and redemption are constitutive elements of the western conception of love. Elements that we make present in
our relationships. Elements so powerful that they
make us split and recompose ourselves from within,
that is why they are sacred. Divine.
Bataille already said it: “all eroticism is sacred”.
The body began to speak louder than the spirit, I
have walked it, used it, enjoyed it, spent it, and here
I am lying in wait, attentive to it, waiting for that
divine and revealing experience to return.
Through him man surrenders to pleasure, to ecstasy, which with eroticism becomes an enlightening
experience, and it is so, in the sense that it shows
him the most intimate and vital of his forces directed towards himself. The eroticism of bodies seduces, the eroticism of hearts reaches the deepest sensibility, it is full freedom. What the act of love and
sacrifice reveal is the flesh.
I am sorry, Father, I have sinned but now everything
makes sense.
Jesus, Son of God, immaculate flesh, have mercy
because I have found you in sin, have mercy because right now I am yours.
Amen. ◆
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Colors becomes a very powerful
form of expression...
JBOOM
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COLOR

JBOOM.CRAFT
The true colors of passion.
TEXT & ART jboom.craft
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@jboom.craft
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JBoom is a french artist, living in Paris. After studying graphic design, he started illustration by exercising with portraits, wanting to capture the heart
and soul of people he met.
Passionate about art and design, his style is inspired by Gauguin, the Nabis and the Fauvism (french
artistic movements from the 20th century). JBoom
emphasizes painterly qualities and strong color over
the representational of realistic values. Poetic, sensual and erotic, his art is a blast of colors and bodies,
representing the inner wild beast we all are. He is
depicting our animality, what drives our desires,
our sexual energy. Illustration is the best medium
to bring to life such an intimate language, avoiding
physical constraints, and letting imagination creates the story.

Each composition is playing with subtile
color associations, capturing audience
attention and inviting at a psychological
and physiological response from looking
at his color art works

Each composition is playing with subtile color associations, capturing audience attention and inviting
at a psychological and physiological response from
looking at his color art works. Jboom’s illustrations
are thus simultaneously vibrant and emotive as
their aesthetic qualities catch our attention draw us
in. Colors becomes a very powerful form of expression in his work and create immediate impact. In a
word: boom.
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To create his artworks, Jboom is capturing real people stories and immerse audience in their unique
universe : their erotic dreams, their fantasies, their
inner subconscious world. By doing so, we enter
their intimacy and accept their truths. In celebrating these individuals as they are he also celebrates
their unique beauty, which is perhaps testament to
the radical shift the modern conception of beauty is
undergoing currently.
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In most of the scenes depicted, the audience can
feel an exterior presence of someone hidden through a window for instance. The intimacy is offered at
the ones that are looking at the scene, inviting the
spectator to become a voyeur too. By letting some
details of the image hidden, Jboom is suggesting an
incomplete view of the action, creating a blend of
imagination and reality. ◆
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COLOR

PIU LOVES YOU
Art to get out of depression.
TEXT & ART piu loves you
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@piu.loves.you
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Aude, 27 years old, she lives in France near Paris.
This is how her presentation began. Direct, without
an extra word. She started drawing at a young age,
and grown ups as well as other kids thought her
drawings were kind of dark and creepy. She didn’t
draw regularly for many years, because of a lack
of self-esteem. She thought she was no good at it
and beat herself up about it. During her studies,
she started drawings, because she was really stressed and needed an escape. “It was and still is a big
effort not to tear up my drawings and allow myself
to have fun and make as many mistakes as I need
to”, she says.
During the pandemic, like so many others who have
engaged in creative processes, she started doing
self-portraits. She was recovering from depression,
and this work was really important for her healing
process. “It is a way to reappropriate my body. My
work is about my body, and how I go through life
as a woman in a patriarcal society. It’s not very original, but I think it’s very relatable”. Her sincerity is
overwhelming.

It is a way to reappropriate my body.
My work is about my body, and how I go
through life as a woman in a patriarcal
society. It’s not very original, but I think
it’s very relatable

Her drawings, as her classmates used to say when
she was a child, can be a bit dark and creepy, but
they are beautiful and pure, just like her.
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There are many artists who she admires and who
inspire her, consciously or not. These are few of
them:
Kent Williams | @kentwms
Soey Milk | @soeymilk
Two Edged | @two_edged
Joyce Lee | @joyceartworks
Elena Rossato | @roxartss
Afarin Sajedi | @afarinsajedi
Hélène Planquelle | @heleneplanquelle
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